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From Paris to New York: Summer Intern Michael Stoepel

Reflects on His Experience at the LaGuardia Library
By Michael Stoepel, Public Services
Administrative Librarian, Library of the American
University of Paris

Keyes showed me the method. They allowed me to
assist in their classes, and their teaching styles
confirm my idea of what makes good teaching;
interaction with students, experience, and knowledge.
Interaction establishes ‘connection to the students’,
what Palmer Parker calls ’connectiveness'. Experience
enables an instructor to recognize the ‘teachable
moments’ (Kuhltau), and, finally, a good knowledge
of the field is required in order to master the
subject being taught.
After my three weeks at LaGuardia, I looked back

Intern Michael Stoepel settles in at his desk in Technical Services.

on my experiences. I had assisted at (con’t p. 4)

It all started in June of 2008. Along with my
colleagues at the American University of Paris, I
attended a presentation about library instruction
at the LaGuardia Community College (LRC102) in
Reims - the capital of the French region of
Champagne.

At the time, I had not started my

Masters in Library and Information Science, but
the presentation about LaGuardia’s instruction
program by Francine Egger-Sider and the silver
trains of line 7 rushing through Queens stayed in
mind.
Three years later, I found myself boarding the

Michael Stoepel (2nd from left) with (L to R) Office Assistant, Arlene Carpio,
Web Services Librarian, Steve Ovadia, Office Assistant, Bokul Bahar, and
Coordinator of Library Instruction, Louise Fluk.

silver train to LaGuardia Community College. I had

In this issue:

come to do a three week internship - kindly
accepted by Jane Devine and supervised by



Louise Fluk. My aim was to teach library
instruction at the American University of Paris, so



Thank you, Student Government Association

I wanted to learn about how library instruction is



taught the in the American system.
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Faculty and Staff Highlights
Professor Scott White received tenure effective
September 1, 2010.
Professor Alexandra Rojas completed her MSED
from Baruch College.
Professor Charles Keyes will be taking Family
Leave starting November 9th after the birth of
his daughter.

Professor Steve Ovadia had an article published
recently, “Writing as an Information Literacy
Tool: Bringing Writing in the Disciplines to an
Online Library Class,” published in the Journal
Of Library Administration, October 2010, as part
of the Off-Campus Library Services Conference
proceedings.
Linda Sofia retired as Office Manager of
Circulation as of November 1st, 2010.

Chief Librarian, Professor Jane Devine will be
publishing a new book from Neal-Schuman, The

College Student's Research Companion: Finding,
Evaluating, and Citing the Resources You Need
to Succeed, written with Arlene Quaratiello.

Professor Charles Keyes and Professor
Elizabeth Namei will be publishing a chapter
entitled "Nemawashi: integrating the credit infor
mation literacy course into a community college
curriculum" in the book Best Practices for

Linda Sofia
chats with
former Library
Director,
Ngozi Agbim

Credit-Bearing Information Literacy Courses.
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This newsletter is a published once each semester by LaGuardia
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in the content do not necessarily represent those of the Library Media
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The Student Government Association Makes a Generous
Donation for the LaGuardia Library Textbook Reserve Collection
by

Alex de Laszlo, Collection Development

Librarian

including titles on solar energy and global
warming.

Last spring, the Library was very pleased to
receive a generous donation from LaGuardia’s
Student Government Association. The initiative
was spearheaded by Honor’s student and SGA
President Saundra Yee, who proposed that
$20,000 be offered to the library in support of
the Textbook Reserve Collection.

A portion of

this money was also allocated for SGA
members to purchase and select titles they felt
would be appropriate for the library.
The bequest was an excellent example of the
LaGuardia community’s ability to collaborate on
an interdepartmental level. Librarian Alex de
Laszlo attended the SGA meetings with the
donation on the agenda. The library provided a

Linda Sofia and Saundra Yee review the list of
textbooks provided by the library

list of recommended textbooks needed for the
Reserve Collection for review and approval by
the SGA Membership. Student Life Director Brian

Ultimately, the donation provided substantial

J. Goldstein was also in attendance and proved

financial support for Spring I, Spring II, and Fall

instrumental in helping to work out the details.

I semesters. The Library is deeply indebted to

The meeting closed with unanimous support for

the SGA for their generosity and it is hoped

President Yee’s proposal.

that they will vote to support similar initiatives

Once the donation was confirmed, senior
circulation staff member, Linda Sofia, was then
called in to make her regular book requisitions
for the Reserve Collection. The Library uses the
Barnes & Noble campus bookstore as a
principal source for most reserve textbooks.
Saundra Yee and Linda Sofia spent the better
part of an afternoon shopping for reserve

in the future.
The Library wishes to thank and bid farewell to
Saundra Yee, who has returned to her native
Washington State to pursue her BA at WSU as
well as to Linda Sofia, who will be retiring this
month after many years of service to
LaGuardia. ■

textbooks. Saundra also picked up a number of
books on topics suggested by SGA members,
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(con’t from p. 1) From Paris to New York...
roundtable talks on information literacy, visited other libraries, met people involved in information literacy,
shadowed the reference desk and talked to colleagues at LaGuardia about teaching information literacy online.
Rubric assessment, collection development, eBooks, federated search engines, one-shot classes, and instruction
menus were also discussed in detail.
Today, another three months later, I look back again and, like reading the 'Little Prince' by Antoine de Saint
Exupéry's repeatedly, I realize that my first reading of the text and my first impressions of the book are
changing. Sometimes these initial thoughts cross my mind, sometimes they are different. My impressions are
shifting and the selection of what I keep in mind evolves. Patrick Süsskind describes the same phenomena in
his text ‘Amnesie in litteries’; “while we forget about what we have read, we keep a good memory…” Although
the details may go, I have kept my impressions as well - and there are many good ones.
I would like to thank everyone who helped make this happen and for teaching me so much about my work.
Regards and appreciation to the library staff and students of LaGuardia for providing me with so many good
experiences. All the best, Michael Stoepel. ■

Using RSS to Keep Up with Scholarly Research
By Steven Ovadia, Web Services Librarian
Keeping up with professional journals can sometimes feel like a full-time job: a lot of paper, checking of web
sites, using a library's subscription resources. RSS is one way to make tracking professional literature a little
easier.
Many of us have tracked specific journals through table of contents services that lets you see the
table of contents of whichever journals you are tracking. RSS is the natural extension of that service, letting
you easily add and subtract journals, with the added benefit of often finding the full-text of an article a
simple click away from your RSS reader.
What is RSS?
RSS (Rich Site Summary) is a flexible format that feeds frequently updated web content – such as academic
journal articles – to subscribers. Rather than checking several places to keep up with various journals, you can
have all of their content "pushed" to one place where you can easily access it.
The presence of RSS is usually indicated with this symbol:

.
Reading RSS Content
The "place" where you can
access the articles from
journals that interest you is
an "RSS reader". This
screen shot shows recent
listings from the
journal Advertising &
Society Review as they
appear in a subscriber's
RSS reader, this one
provided by Google.
(continued on p. 6)
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Linda Sofia Retires After More Than 20 Years of Dedicated
Service
By Robert Gerl, Technical Services Office
Assistant

reflected.
Linda has mixed feelings about retiring. “LAGCC
was my first family and now it is my second
family. Things change and that is what makes life
interesting. When I began working at the LAGCC
Library my four children were little, now they are
in their 30s and 40s.”
Linda plans to help raise her grandchild. After the
child is born and her daughter goes back to work
as a special education teacher, she plans to take
on child rearing duties fulltime. When her daughter
is finished with the school year, she plans to
travel.
“I want to thank everyone at LAGCC for making

Linda Sofia of the Circulation Department is
retiring from her career at LaGuardia.
The Library held a retirement party in her honor
on October 27th.

my twenty-two and a half years a great run. The
LAGCC Family will always be a special part of my
life. Now I will begin my other life.

The life circle

goes around and stops where it began – instead
of raising my children I will be raising my

Linda began working in the Periodicals Department grandchild.”
in May 1988 while attending classes at LaGuardia.
After her graduation in 1991, she transferred to
Queens College for employment and to further
her education. In 1997 she returned to
LaGuardia, joining the Circulation Department, and
has been there ever since. She is currently the
Office Manager at Circulation.
“When I began working at the LAGCC Library
everything was done manually. It was fun because
you mixed business with pleasure. The computers,
while they decreased the paperwork, also
eliminated the social contact we had with the
students. I am a people person,” she added
Linda Sofia (center) returns to the library in April 1997, after a
definitively.
Some of Linda’s favorite LaGuardia memories are
when she would cater the office Christmas parties
and when her and former Chief Librarian Ngozi
Agbim’s daughters would play when there was no
school. “It was a very relaxed atmosphere with
little or no stress. It was family oriented,” Linda
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hiatus, pictured with administrative assistants, Nasrin Rahman,
Nancy Shoppner, Valerie Mazella-Lazides and Eileen Goldberg.
(left to right).

The Library wishes Linda a long and happy
retirement and thanks her for her wonderful
service to LaGuardia. ■
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Library Fall 2010 e-Book Contest Winners Announced
By Catherine Stern, Electronic Resources Librarian
In an effort to promote our growing collection
of e-books the Library ran a contest at the start of
the Fall I semester. A food theme was chosen to
complement the themes of this year’s Opening
Sessions (Food for Thought) and Common Reading
(Fast Food Nation). Entrants were required to answer
four questions correctly in order to be entered in the
raffle for the three prizes. All the answers could be
found by navigating food related digital books found
in CUNY+.

Student, Ion Balaurea, a proud contest winner!

During the last week of the contest Elizabeth Namei
conducted an e-books workshop and all the
participants had the opportunity to enter the contest
at the end of the workshop. The prizes were “real’
copies of books by Anna Lappé, Mark Bittman and
Michael Pollan. Each winner also received a 1GB flash
drive. The contest winners were: Doreen D’Amico (ACE),
Cecilia Macheski (Transfer Services) and Ion Balaurea
(student).
Cecilia Macheski (Transfer Services), (left) and Doreen D’Amico (ACE), (right).
Always pleased receive the spoils of victory, especially if they are in book form!

(con’t from p. 4) Using RSS to Keep Up with Scholarly Research
To get access to scholarly journal articles delivered to you in this manner, you must take four steps:

1. Create an RSS reader account (if you have a Gmail account, you can create an RSS reader account in
seconds).
2. Find electronic versions of journals that interest you and feature RSS feeds (
3. Add each journal title to your RSS reader.

).

Log in to your RSS reader regularly to find new content.
To help you learn to track journals through RSS feeds, the Library’s created a guide, which can be found
here: http://library.laguardia.edu/research/rssguide
The guide shows you how to get RSS feeds from vendors like EBSCO, Project Muse, ProQuest, WilsonWeb,
and ScienceDirect, one of the Library’s new collections.
Setting up RSS feeds is a bit of a time investment, but once you have them set up, you’ll wonder how
you ever lived without them. You’ll have access to scholarly content anyplace you have an Internet con
nection.
If you need help setting up RSS feeds, contact Steven Ovadia at sovadia@lagcc.cuny.edu or 718-482-6022.
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